Abstract-Most single channel audio source separation approaches produce separated sources accompanied by interference from other sources and other distortions. To tackle this problem, we propose to separate the sources in two stages. In the first stage, the sources are separated from the mixed signal. In the second stage, the interference between the separated sources and the distortions are reduced using deep neural networks (DNNs). We propose two methods that use DNNs to improve the quality of the separated sources in the second stage. In the first method, each separated source is improved individually using its own trained DNN, while in the second method all the separated sources are improved together using a single DNN. To further improve the quality of the separated sources, the DNNs in the second stage are trained discriminatively to further decrease the interference and the distortions of the separated sources. Our experimental results show that using two stages of separation improves the quality of the separated signals by decreasing the interference between the separated sources and distortions compared to separating the sources using a single stage of separation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE main aim of single channel audio source separation (SCASS) is to separate different audio sources from their single mixture [1] - [4] . Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [5] is one of the most popular approaches for SCASS [1] , [6] , [7] . NMF is usually used in SCASS to decompose the spectrogram of the mixed signal into weighted linear combinations of trained dictionaries of the sources in the mixed signal. The estimate of each source is then computed from the decomposition results.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have also been used recently for SCASS [8] - [11] . Mostly, there are two main approaches that use DNNs for SCASS. In the first approach, the DNNs are used to map the features of the mixed signal into the features of the sources directly [10] - [12] . The second approach for using DNNs for SCASS is to map the mixed signal into spectral masks that explain the contribution of each source in the mixed signal [8] , [9] , [13] . The masks take bounded values between zero and one, representing the ratios between the sources in the mixed signal. The advantage of the first approach is that the DNNs are trained using the reference sources directly, which makes the training of the DNN less sensitive to the variation of the mixing ratio of the sources in the mixed signals [14] . The advantage of the second approach is that the DNNs are trained to produce bounded values (masks between zero and one) rather than training the DNNs to predict the sources which can take any real values [13] .
Most of the approaches that have been used for SCASS produce separated sources with interference from the other sources and distortions [15] , [16] . To tackle this problem, in [15] - [21] the separated sources were considered as distorted signals that need to be enhanced. After separating the sources from the mixed signal, NMF was used in [15] and Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) were used in [16] to enhance each separated source individually. In [17] - [21] , source separation was used to separate speech signals from background noise (speech denoising) in two stages. In the first stage the speech signals were separated/denoised from the background noise and in the second stage the quality of the denoised speech signals was improved. In [17] , [18] DNNs were used in two stages, in the first stage DNNs were used to remove the noise followed by other DNNs for: channel compensation in [17] , and incorporating contextual information in [18] . In [19] - [21] different combinations of NMF and DNN-masks were used in different stages to improve the perceptual quality of the denoised speech signals. In [14] , [22] - [24] many stages of DNNs were used for different audio signal processing applications.
In this paper we propose to use DNNs to enhance the quality of the separated audio sources. We propose to separate the sources in two stages. In the first stage, the sources are separated from the mixed signal. In the second stage, the separated sources are enhanced using DNNs to decrease the interference between the separated sources and distortions. We call the first stage the separation stage and the second stage the enhancement stage. We propose two methods of using DNNs to enhance the separated sources in the second stage. The first proposed method is to enhance each separated source individually using its own trained DNN. Enhancing sources individually may work well when each source does not contain information from the other sources. In SCASS, each separated source often contains remaining signals from the other sources [16] . To consider the information of each source that appears in the other separated sources, we also propose a second method of enhancement where all the separated sources are enhanced together using a single DNN. For both methods, the DNNs in the second stage are trained discrimintively to maximize the differences between the predicted sources which decreases the interference between the separated sources and also the distortions [10] , [11] , [25] . To show that our proposed enhancement methods can be applied after various source separation techniques, we apply the proposed enhancement approach to two different baseline SCASS techniques: NMF and DNNs. In the first (separation) stage, either NMF or a DNN is used to separate the mixed signal. In the second (enhancement) stage, DNNs are used to enhance the separated sources. We also study the case of using NMF for enhancement in the second stage inspired by [15] .
The contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) Using different DNNs for a two stage source separation and enhancement approach by introducing two new methods of applying the enhancement to the separated sources: using a single DNN to enhance all the separated sources together so that the missing parts of each source that appear in the other separated sources can still be used for enhancement; the second method is to enhance each source independently. (2) Training the DNNs in the two stages on different target outputs for SCASS [26] , where the DNN in the first stage is learned to predict spectral masks and in the second stage the DNNs are used to predict the sources directly while keeping the outputs of the DNNs bounded in both stages. This means we train the whole system (separation and enhancement) on different representations for the training data. We also train the models in the enhancement stage over a different set of training data than the training data for the models in the first stage. This allows the models in the enhancement stage to be trained to deal with difficult scenarios when the models in the separation stage have to separate mixtures that are different than those used for training the models for separation, which usually yields separated signals with poor quality. (3) Using discriminative learning (regularized cost functions) to train the DNNs in the enhancement stage to further minimize the interference between the separated sources. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the mathematical formulation of the SCASS problem is introduced. Section III-A provides an overview of using NMF for SCASS. Section III-B and III-C give an overview of using DNNs for source separation. The main contributions of this paper of using DNNs to enhance the separated sources are presented in Section IV. In the remaining sections, the experiments, results, and the conclusion are presented.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF SCASS
Given a mixture of I audio sources as y(t) = I i=1 s i (t), the aim of the SCASS is to find estimatesŝ i (t) for the sources s i (t), ∀i from the mixed signal y(t). The estimateŜ i (n, f ) for source i in the short time Fourier transform (STFT) domain can be found by predicting a time-frequency mask M i (n, f ) that scales the mixed signal according to the contribution of source i in the mixed signal as follows [8] , [13] :
where Y (n, f ) is the STFT of the observed mixed signal y(t), n and f are the time and frequency indices respectively. M i (n, f ) takes real values between zero and one. The main goal here is to predict masks M i (n, f ), ∀i that separate the sources from the mixed signal. For the rest of this paper, we denote the magnitude spectrograms and the masks in a matrix form as Y ,Ŝ i , and M i .
III. SINGLE STAGE SCASS METHODS
Many methods have been proposed to tackle the SCASS problem [1] - [4] . In this paper we focus on the most common approaches for SCASS which are: nonnegative matrix factorization [1] , [7] and deep neural networks [8] , [10] , [11] .
A. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for SCASS
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [5] is one of the most popular approaches for SCASS [1] . NMF is used to decompose a nonnegative matrix V into a multiplication of a nonnegative basis matrix (dictionary) B and a nonnegative gain matrix G as V ≈ BG. The solution for B and G can be found by minimizing a cost function such as the following generalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence cost function [5] :
where a and b are the row and column indices of the matrices. The solutions of the basis and gain matrices for (2) can be computed by the following multiplicative update rules for the basis and gain matrices respectively [5] :
where 1 is a matrix of ones, the operation is Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication, and all divisions are elementwise operations [5] . The matrices B and G are typically initialized by positive random numbers and then updated iteratively using the update rules in (3).
NMF is often used for SCASS in two phases: a training phase and a separation phase [27] , [28] . In the training phase, the magnitude spectrograms of a set of training data for the sources S tri are decomposed into basis and gain matrices as follows:
where the subscript tri indicates the training data of source i. The update rules in (3) are used to compute the basis and gain matrices in (4). The basis matrices B tri are used as trained dictionaries to represent the sources. In the separation phase, the magnitude spectrogram Y of the mixed signal is decomposed into a weighted linear combination of the trained dictionaries as:
and "ts" denotes the test/separation phase. The only unknown here is the gain matrix Gts since the trained dictionaries B tri are fixed. The gain update rule in (3) is used to compute Gts. Then the estimates of the sources are computed as follows:
and division is also an element-wise operation.
B. DNNs for SCASS to Predict the Sources
The deep neural networks (DNNs) that are used in this paper are multi-layer feed forward neural networks. DNNs are good in modelling the structure of the data in many machine learning tasks [29] , [30] , and they have been used successfully to tackle the SCASS problem [8] , [12] , [13] . In a similar way to NMF, DNNs are usually used for SCASS in two phases: a training phase and a separation phase [8] , [13] . In the training phase, the training data is used to train a DNN to map the mixed signal into the reference sources. Since the sources can take values that are not limited to a small range, the DNN in this case has to be trained over a wide dynamic range of values for each source [10] - [12] . In the separation stage the trained DNNs are used to map the mixed signal into the sources.
C. DNNs for SCASS to Predict Masks
Another method of using DNNs in SCASS is to train the DNNs to predict spectral masks. The masks are then used to separate the sources by scaling the mixed signal according to the contribution of each source in the mixed signal. Variety of masks have been introduced in [8] , [13] . In this paper, for simplicity, we only consider the soft masks [8] , [13] . Given the magnitude spectrograms S tri , ∀i of a set of training data for the sources, the DNN is trained to predict reference soft masks M tri , ∀i as [8] :
where the division here is done element-wise. The reference/target output of the DNN for all sources is formed by stacking the reference masks for all sources as
The input of the DNN is the magnitude spectrogram X tr of the mixed signals of the training data which is formulated as
The DNN is trained by minimizing a certain cost function. Many cost functions have been tested before and the simple mean square error cost function seems to work well [31] . In this work, the DNN is trained to minimize the following cost function [8] :
where Z tr is the actual output of the final layer of the DNN and M tr ∈ [0, 1] is the reference mask which is computed from (7) and (8). The activation functions of the output layer for the DNN are often sigmoid functions, thus Z tr
In the separation phase, the frames of the magnitude spectrogram of the mixed signal are fed to the trained DNN to produce a mask Z ts which is composed of a concatenation of different masks for the sources as Z ts = [Z ts1 , . . . , Z tsi , . . . , Z tsI ]. The estimated masks Z tsi , ∀i are then used to separate the sources similar to (1).
IV. TWO STAGE SCASS APPROACHES
The signals separated by either NMF or DNN are often distorted and each separated source may include unwanted signals (interference) from the other sources [15] , [16] . To tackle this problem, we propose to use a second stage of separation (enhancement stage) based on DNNs to improve the quality of the separated sources. The inputs of the DNNs in the second stage are the separated sources from the first stage and the outputs are the enhanced separated sources with less interference and distortions than the outputs of the first stage.
Signal enhancement has previously been done by training a model for each signal and each signal is then enhanced using its own trained model [16] , [32] . In this paper, we train a DNN model for each source and each separated source is enhanced individually using its own trained model. Fig. 1 shows one of our proposed two-stage source separation approaches for SCASS, where a DNN is used for separation. The DNN in the first stage (DNN-A) in Fig. 1 is used to map the mixed signal into a mask that is then used to separate the sources from the mixed signal as shown in Section III-C, then each trained DNN in the second stage (DNN-B 1 to DNN-B I ) is used to enhance its corresponding separated source individually. Enhancing sources individually may work well in the case when there is no interaction between the sources. In the SCASS problem, all the separated sources are estimated from the same mixture. Each separated source often contains remaining signals (information) from the other sources. When each separated source is enhanced individually, the remaining signals of each source that appear in the other separated sources are not used in enhancing its own source. To consider the information of each source that appears in the other separated sources, we propose another method of enhancement based on enhancing all the separated sources together using a single trained model for all sources. 
A. Training the DNNs for Separation and Enhancement
The DNN in the separation stage (DNN-A) in Figs. 1 and 2 is used for separation by predicting masks as shown in Section III-C. The reason for not using DNN-A to predict the sources directly as shown in Section III-B is to avoid training it on a wide range of the possible values that the sources can take. As shown in Section III-C, to train DNN-A in the first stage, training mixed signals are used as the input for DNN-A and their corresponding reference masks as shown in (7) and (8) are used as reference outputs for DNN-A. Usually the trained DNN-A is used to separate mixed signals that are different than the signals in the training data [8] , [10] - [12] , and since the main idea of using the DNNs in the second stage is to enhance the output separated sources of DNN-A, hence, it is undesirable to train DNN-A and the DNNs in the second stage using the same dataset. Therefore, we divide the available training data into two sets. The first set is used to train DNN-A and the second set is used to train the DNNs in the second stage. To generate the training data to train the DNNs in the second stage in Figs. 1 and   2 , the trained DNN-A is used to separate mixed signals from the second set of the training data. The mixed signal of this set of training data is formulated as
tri where X (2) tr is the magnitude spectrogram of the mixed signal in the second set of the training data, the superscript "(2)" indicates that the second set of the training data is used in this stage. The frames of X (2) tr are fed as inputs to DNN-A, which then produces mask Z (2) tr which is a concatenation of masks for many sources as Z (2) tr = [Z (2) tr1 , . . . , Z (2) tri , . . . , Z (2) trI ]. The estimated masks are used to separate the sources as follows:
tri X (2) tr , ∀i.
In our first proposed method of enhancement, each DNN (DNN-B 1 to DNN-B I ) in the second stage should be trained to enhance its corresponding separated source only as shown in Fig. 1 . In this method, the missing data for each source i that appears in the other separated sources will not be used to train its own DNN-B i . In the second proposed method of enhancement, the DNN in the second stage (DNN-C) should be trained to enhance all the separated sources (S (2) tri , ∀i) together as shown in Fig. 2 . For both methods, all the DNNs in the second stage are trained using the separated signalsS (2) tri , ∀i as inputs and their corresponding reference/clean signals S (2) tri , ∀i as outputs. Each frame of the spectrogram S (2) tri of the reference source i is normalized to have a unit Euclidean-norm. As we will show later, this normalization allows us to train the DNNs in the second stage in both proposed methods of enhancement to produce bounded values in its output layers without any need to train them over a wide range of values that the sources can have. Since the reference normalized signals have values between zero and one, we choose the activation functions of the output layer of the DNNs in the second stage to be sigmoid functions. To decrease the interference between the separated sources, the learning of the DNNs in the enhancement stage is guided/regularized to maximize the dissimilarity between the estimated signals for different sources [10] , [25] .
The DNNs for the first enhancement method in Fig. 1 are trained to minimize the following cost function for all sources:
where λ is a regularization parameter and R (2) tri is the actual output of DNN-B i in the second stage. In the second method of enhancement which is shown in Fig. 2 , the input and the output for DNN-C are the concatenation of the separated signals computed from (10) as U = [S (2) tr1 , . . . ,S (2) trI ] and their reference signals V = [S (2) tr1 , . . . , S (2) trI ] respectively. DNN-C is trained to produce in its output layer the concatenation of the normalized reference signals V = [S (2) tr1 , . . . , S (2) trI ]. DNN-C in this case is trained to minimize the following cost function:
where Q is the actual output of the DNN which is a concatenation of different sources as
The output Q i is the set of DNN-C output nodes that correspond to the normalized reference output of the i th source S (2) tri . The first term in the cost functions in (11) and (12) minimize the difference between the outputs of the DNNs and their corresponding reference signals. The second term in (11) and (12) maximizes the differences between the estimated DNN outputs of different sources which decreases the possibility of each set of the outputs of the DNNs from representing the other set. This helps in achieving good separation for the estimated sources [10] , [25] . Note that, DNN-A is trained to predict a mask in its output layer, while DNN-B 1 to DNN-B I , and DNN-C are trained to predict normalized magnitude spectrograms of the sources in their output layers. This means the outputs of the DNNs in both stages are bounded between zero and one.
B. Testing the Trained DNNs for Separation and Enhancement
Given the magnitude spectrogram Y of the mixed signal, the trained DNN-A is first used to separate the mixed signals. The frames of Y are fed to DNN-A to produce concatenated masks in its output layer asZ ts = [Z ts1 , . . . ,Z tsi , . . . ,Z tsI ]. The output masks are then used to compute initial estimates for the magnitude spectra of the sources as follows:
The initial estimates for the sourcesS tsi , ∀i are usually distorted [15] , [16] , and need to be enhanced by either DNN-B 
where the division here is also done element-wise, and the multiplication α tsi ⊗Ŝ tsi means that each frame inŜ tsi is multiplied (scaled) by its corresponding gain entry in α tsi . The scaling by α n,i here helps in using the DNNs in the second stage with bounded outputs between zero and one without the need to train the DNNs in the second stage over all possible scales of the source signals. Each α n,i in α tsi is considered as an estimate for the scale of its corresponding frame n in source i. The final enhanced estimate of the magnitude spectrogram of each source is computed asŜ
The time domain estimates for sourceŝ i (t) is computed using inverse STFT ofŜ i and the phase angle of the STFT of the mixed signal.
C. NMF for Separation and DNNs for Enhancement
Here we show how to use DNNs to enhance the sources separated by NMF. NMF is used to separate the mixed signal in the first stage as shown in Section III-A and DNNs are used to enhance the separated sources in the second stage. The sources separated by NMF in (6) are considered to be distorted and need to be enhanced [16] . The procedures for enhancing the separated sources here are the same as in Section IV-A and IV-B. In this case, the DNNs in the second stage (similar to DNN-B 1 to DNN-B I and DNN-C in the case of using DNN-A for separation) are trained using sources separated by NMF. Also, NMF in the separation stage and the DNNs in the enhancement stage are trained on different training datasets. We denote NMF that is used for separation as NMF-A and the DNNs that are used to enhance the sources separated by NMF as NMF-DNN-B 1 to NMF-DNN-B I for the first method of enhancement and NMF-DNN-C for the second method of enhancement.
D. DNN for Separation and NMF for Enhancement
In [15] , NMF was used to enhance the quality of speech signals separated from different background noise. To compare the performance of using DNNs for enhancement with using NMF for enhancement, we also use NMF to enhance the separated sources. In this work, we slightly modify the work in [15] to enhance all the separated sources in a similar manner to the way the DNNs are used for enhancement here. The clean sources in the second training dataset S (2) tri , ∀i are used to train basis vectors for the sources as in (4) using the update rules in (3). NMF is then used to enhance the separated sources by projecting the separated spectrogramsS tsi of each source i in (13) into the trained basis matrices as follows:
where B (2) tri is the trained basis matrix for the second set of the training data of source i. The gain update rule in (3) is used to find solutions for G tsi , ∀i. The decomposition results are then used to build a mask and find the final estimate for each source similar to (6) , which is similar to the solutions of the DNNs in (14) and (15) . In the case of using NMF for enhancement, we do not need to worry about calculating the scale of each source (α tsi in (14) ) because this is already calculated implicitly in the gain matrices G tsi , ∀i in (16). We denote NMF that is used for enhancement as NMF-B.
E. NMF for Separation and Enhancement
For completeness, we study the case of using NMF-A for separation followed by NMF-B for enhancement. This means, the sources separated by NMF-A in (6) are then enhanced using NMF-B similarly to (16) . Note that the basis matrices for NMF-A are trained using the first set of the training data and the basis matrices for NMF-B are trained on the second set of the training data.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
We applied our proposed two stage SCASS approaches to separate vocal and music sources from various songs from the dataset of SiSEC-2015-MUS-task [33] . The dataset has 100 stereo songs for different genders of singers and different type of music instruments. The average length of each song is around four minutes. Some of the given sources in this dataset are mono (single channel) and other are stereo (two channels) recordings. To use this data for SCASS, we converted the songs from stereo to mono by taking the average between the two channels for each song. We used our proposed algorithms to separate each mono song into mono vocal and music (accompaniment) signals. The accompaniment signals tend to have higher energy than the vocal signals in most of the songs in this dataset [33] . The data was sampled at a 44.1kHz sampling rate. Magnitude spectrograms for the data were calculated using the STFT: a Hanning window with length 2048 samples and a shift of 512 samples were used and the FFT was taken at 2048 points, the first 1025 FFT points only were used as features for the data.
The first 35 songs from the dataset were used to train NMF-A and DNN-A models for separation. Since the number of sources here is two (I = 2), DNN-A was trained to predict a single mask M vocal and the second mask is computed as 1 − M vocal , where 1 is a matrix of ones. The models for the NMF-A case are B (1) tr1 and B (1) tr2 as shown in Section III-A. For the case of using a DNN for separation, DNN-A was trained as shown in Section III-C.
The next 35 songs of the SiSEC dataset were used to train DNN-B 1 , DNN-B 2 , and DNN-C in the second stage for enhancement as shown in Section IV-A and also the basis matrices B (2) tr1 and B (2) tr2 as shown in Section IV-D and IV-E. The next 10 songs were used as a development set to choose the parameters of the DNNs in the two stages. The remaining 20 songs were used for testing.
For the parameters of NMF, as in [15] , we trained 80 basis vectors for each source in both separation and enhancement stages. For choosing the parameters of the DNNs, we have tried different values for the parameters of the DNNs (number of hidden layers, number of nodes in each layer, ..., etc) on the development set and we have obtained reasonable results using the following selections for the parameters of the DNNs in the separation and enhancement stages: in the separation stage (DNN-A) , the number of nodes in each hidden layer was 1025 with three hidden layers. In the second stage (enhancement), for DNN-B 1 and DNN-B 2 , the number of nodes in each hidden layer was 2050 with three hidden layers. For DNN-C, the size of the input and output layers is 2050 which is the length of the concatenation of the two sources 2 × 1025, and three hidden layers with 4100 nodes in each hidden layer were used. As in [13] , [34] the sigmoid function was used as an activation function at each node including the output nodes for all the DNNs. We also tried rectified linear activation function in the hidden layers but the difference with sigmoid was not significant. The values of the weights and bias of all the DNNs were initialized randomly. We used 200 epochs for backpropagation training for each DNN. Stochastic gradient descent was used with batch size 100 frames and learning rate 0.1. We implemented our proposed algorithms using Theano [35] . For the regularization parameter λ in (11) and (12), we tested with different values as we will show later. Performance of the separation and enhancement algorithms was measured using the signal to distortion ratio (SDR), signal to interference ratio (SIR), and signal to artefact ratio (SAR) [36] . SIR indicates how much remaining signals from one source appear in the other separated sources (interference). SAR indicates the artefacts caused by the separation algorithm to the estimated separated sources. The SDR values evaluate the overall quality of the separated sources based on the artefacts and the interference between the separated sources. Achieving high SDR, SIR, and SAR values indicates good separation performance.
The average SDR, SIR, and SAR values of the separated vocal and accompaniment (acc) signals for the 30 test songs are reported in Figs. 3 to 8 . For example, the SDR values shown in Fig. 3 are calculated as (SDR vocal + SDR acc )/2 for each song and each model. Figs. 3 to 5 , show the box-plot of the results of using NMF for source separation (NMF-A) and different approaches for enhancement. Figs. 6 to 8 show the results of using DNN-A for separation and different models for enhancement. In these figures, the definition of each model is shown in Table I . In this table: models N and D are for using NMF-A and DNN-A respectively for separation only without enhancement; the models start with letter "N" are for using NMF-A for separation; the models start with letter "D" are for using DNN-A for separation; models NN and DN are for using NMF-B for enhancement to enhance the separated sources from NMF-A and DNN-A respectively; the models with letter "B" are for enhancing the separated sources individually using DNNs (NMF-DNN-B i or DNN-B i ); the models with letter "C" are for enhancing the separated sources together (NMF-DNN-C or DNN-C); the numbers 0, 2, and 4 in some of the model names are related to the values of the regularization parameter λ in (11) and (12) as shown in Table I . As can been seen from Figs. 3 to 5, using the enhancement stage (models NN to NC4) increases the values of SDR, SIR, and SAR of the separated sources. This means the enhancement stage has improved the quality of the separated signals. We can also see that using DNNs in models NB0 to NC4 (NMF-DNN-B 1 , NMF-DNN-B 2 , and NMF-DNN-C) for enhancement gives significantly better SDR and SIR results than model NN (NMF-B). To compare between the proposed two methods of using DNNs for enhancement, we can look at the SDR, SIR, and SAR values for models NB0 and NC0 where λ = 0. Model NC0, where a single DNN (NMF-DNN-C) is used to enhance all the separated sources together gives better SDR and SAR values than model NB0 (where each separated source is enhanced individually using its own DNN). These may be due to most of the available information for each source is used in model NC0 while in model NB0 some of the information for each source that appears in the other separated sources is not considered in enhancing its own source. Increasing λ decreases the overlap possibility of the estimated sources in the spectrogram domain of the separated sources, which decreases the interference between the separated sources (high SIR values). Many audio sources usually occupy the same regions in the spectrogram domain with certain level, and strongly forcing the estimated sources to not totally overlap in the spectrogram domain (by increasing λ) means that each source will lose parts of its information in its estimated signal, which leads to increase the artefacts in the separated sources as shown in Fig. 5 where the SAR decreases with increasing λ. We stopped at λ = 0.4 since the SDR values in most cases start to decrease.
The data shown in Figs. 3 to 5 were analysed using nonparametric statistical methods [37] to determine the significance of the effects of enhancing the separated signals in the second stage. The decision to employ non-parametric tests was based on the distributions of the pairwise comparisons being non-normally distributed [37] . A pair of models are statistically significant difference (SSD) if p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test [38] and Bonferroni corrected [39] . Table II , parts "NMF-SDR, NMF-SIR, and NMF-SAR" show the SSD between each pair of models in Figs. 3 to 5. In this table, we denote the models in the rows as better and SSD than the models in the columns by "+", the cases with worse and SSD as "-", and the cases without SSD as "0". For example, model NC4 is SSD and better than most other models in SIR, and model NC0 is SSD and better than all other models in SAR. Note that, the term SSD should be interpreted in the statistical sense -so, we are not claiming that the magnitude of the difference is "significant" (loosely meaning: particularly big) but, rather, we are claiming that the difference is "statistically significant" (meaning reliable, independent of the actual magnitude of the difference). As can be seen from Table II and Figs. 3 to 5, model N is SSD and worse than all other models for SDR, SIR, and SAR, which means there is improvements due to using the second stage of enhancement compared to using NMF-A only for separation without enhancement (model N). We can also see that model NC0 is SSD and better than model NB0 in SDR and SAR and not SSD in SIR, which means that using a single DNN (NMF-DNN-C) to enhance all the separated sources together is better than enhancing each separated source individually using its own DNN (NMF-DNN-B 1 and NMF-DNN-B 2 ). Also, we can see improvements in SDR, SIR and most SAR values between the proposed enhancement methods using DNNs (models NB0 to NC4) compared to the enhancement method in [15] using NMF-B (model NN). This means the proposed enhancement methods using DNNs are SSD and better than using NMF for enhancement. The regularization parameter λ in models NB0 to NC4 has significant impact on the results, and can be used as a In the following sections we show different cases for the second stage of enhancement. We will consider the method DC0 in previous sections as our ground truth of one of the proposed enhancement methods in this work because it gives reasonable SDR, SIR and SAR values.
First, instead of using DNN-A for separation and DNN-C for enhancement, we studied the case of using a big DNN that has a number of layers and hidden units equal to the sum of the numbers of layers and hidden units in DNN-A and DNN-C for separation. The big DNN in this case was trained over the first 70 songs of the dataset, which means the size of the big DNN and the amount of training data used for training it is equivalent to the sum of the training data and DNN-A and DNN-C parameters in the two stage case. To train the big DNN efficiently, we initialized the parameters of each hidden layer with the parameters of the corresponding hidden layer from DNN-A and DNN-C. The big DNN was then trained to predict masks in its output layer. Second, instead of using DNN-A to predict masks and DNN-C to predict the sources in its output layer, we studied the case where the two DNNs predict masks in their output layers. Fig. 9 shows a comparison between using a big DNN (denoted as "big" in Fig. 9 ) for separation, using two DNNs for separation and enhancement while the outputs of both DNNs are masks (denoted as "mask2" in Fig. 9 ), and the case of using DNN-A to estimate masks for separation followed by DNN-C that estimates sources in the outputs for enhancements with λ = 0 (denoted as "DC0" in Fig. 9 ). As can be seen from Fig. 9 , DC0 achieves slight improvements in SDR and significant improvements in SAR values than the other methods (big and Mask2).
We also studied the case of using the proposed source separation and enhancement approaches to separate the four sources: vocals, bass, drums, and other instruments from each song in Fig. 9 . The box-plot of SDR, SIR, and SAR of different methods of separation and enhancement. "Big" denotes using one big DNN with the number of layers and hidden units equal to the sum of the layers and hidden units of DNN-A and DNN-C networks and it was also trained using the first 70 songs. "Mask2" denotes using DNN-A for separation in the first stage and the neural network in the second stage is used to estimate spectral mask instead of estimating the sources directly. "DC0" denotes using DNN-A for separation and DNN-C with λ = 0 for enhancement as shown in Figs. 6 to 8. Fig. 10 . The box-plot of the SDR values of the mixed signal (denoted as "MIX" in the figure) , the separated vocal, bass, drum, and other instrument sources using only DNN for separation without enhancement (denoted as "D") and separation followed by DNN-C for enhancement with λ = 0 (denoted as "DC0").
the dataset. In this case we only show the case of using DNN-A for separation and DNN-C with λ = 0 for enhancement. Here we trained the DNN in the first stage to estimate four masks for the four sources, and the DNN in the second stage was trained to enhance the four separated sources together with λ = 0. Figs. 10 figure) , the separated vocal, bass, drum, and other instrument sources using only DNN for separation without enhancement (denoted as "D") and separation followed by DNN-C for enhancement with λ = 0 (denoted as "DC0"). Fig. 12 . The box-plot of the SAR values of the separated vocal, bass, drum, and other instrument sources using only DNN for separation without enhancement (denoted as "D") and separation followed by DNN-C for enhancement with λ = 0 (denoted as "DC0").
to 12 show the SDR, SIR, and SAR values respectively for the separated vocals, bass, drums, and other instruments from the mixed signal. The SDR and SIR values of the mixed signal with respect to each source are also shown in Figs. 10 and 11 as "MIX" (SAR for the mix is almost infinity). The results for using the DNN for separation without enhancement is denoted as "D" and using a DNN for separation followed by DNN-C with λ = 0 for enhancement is denoted as "DC0" in Figs. 10 to 12. As can be seen in Figs. 10 and 11, using DNN-A followed by DNN-C gives better results than using DNN-A only. The difference in the SDR and SIR values of each pair of models in Figs. 10 and 11 is SSD. The difference in SAR values of each pair of models in Fig. 12 is SSD except for the SAR between models D and DC0 for the bass.
From the shown results we can conclude that using DNNs as a second stage of enhancement improves the quality of the separated sources by decreasing the interference (achieving high SIR values) between the separated sources and the distortions (achieving high SDR values). Using discriminative learning with λ = 0 in (11) to (12) to train the DNNs to maximize the differences between the separated sources can further decrease the interference between the separated sources and the distortions. Using a single DNN to enhance all the separated sources together gives slightly better results than enhancing each source separately. Using DNNs for enhancement works much better than the proposed work in [15] which uses NMF to enhance the separated sources. Training the DNNs in the two stages over different representations for the training data (masks in the first stage and sources in the second stage) works better than training the DNNs in the two stages using masks only.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed two stage source separation approaches using DNNs to enhance the separated sources. We applied the proposed enhancement approaches on signals that were separated by either NMF or DNN. Two new methods of using DNNs to enhance the separated sources were proposed in this work. The first method was to enhance the separated signal for each source individually using its own trained DNN. The second method of enhancement was to use a single DNN to enhance all the separated sources together. For both proposed methods of enhancement, a discriminative training was used to train the DNNs in the enhancement stage. The experimental results show that the proposed enhancement methods using DNNs achieve separated sources with low distortion and interference. We also compared our proposed enhancement methods using DNNs with using NMF for enhancement. Our experimental results show that using DNNs for enhancement works better than using NMF. In our future work, we will investigate using more than two stages to further enhance the quality of the separated sources.
